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Focus of Session Introduction to the theory of general relativity. We've discussed the geometrical descriptions of

spacetime that are needed to understand the left-

hand

side of Einstein's field equations.

We've rounded up our discussion of general relativity

in general. We now understand all the parts of the

Einstein )eld equations and where they come from.

We also analysed a typical question one would be

asked on an exam in GR in a graduate class and

worked through the general approach.

Next week we will discuss black holes and

cosmology.

We applied the knowledge gained of General Relativity

to find the first ever-found solution to Einstein’s field

equations in a vaccum: the Schwarzschild geometry.

This is also the geometry that allows for black holes.

We've studied the difference between the attraction of

a Black-Hole and that of a regular static spherical

source of curvature.

We discussed the application of GR to cosmology.

First discussing the addition by Einstein of the

cosmological constant to the Einstein field equations

such that they allow for a static, spherical universe.

Then the derivation of the Friedman equations and

the introduction of the cosmological scale factor, then

comparing Einstein's static universe as a solution to

the Friedman equations to the universe more

compatible to current cosmological observation,

where the cosmological constant is reinterpreted as

vacuum energy density.

Key achievements from session: It was mostly lecture style but the student engaged and

made it known that he was following along.

Hiroki seems to be following along, he indicates

when he's familiar with things, which is very helpful.

We've done an exercise together of the type I have

asked Hiroki to read through before the lesson. He

indicated he did not entirey follow the argument of

the exercises when he read through them but at the

end of the lesson he said he did follow the rough

argument (we did not have time to go through the

mathematics in detail).

Hiroki indicates very clearly when something seems

confusing to him. That is great, it shows he's really

engaging with the material. We focus mostly on the

general conceptual set-up of the material and

sometimes things that are confusing find their

resolution in more rigorous mathematics, however we

still managed to get a little bit of a better feel for how,

for instance, geometrical properties like distances

need to be redefined in a curved spacetime.

Hiroki asks interesting and critical questions on the

reasoning that physicist employ to build equations

and derive solutions.

Key things to work on: Nothing Nothing Nothing particular Nothing Nothing

Further reading/work suggested: Here are some suggestions for reading/exercises that

you can do to prepare for tomorrow. Again, don’t worry

if you’re short on time, just work your way from top to

bottom and then if time runs out just stop whenever.

Read paragraph 6.3 and paragraph 6.6 and compare

the calculations for rates of emission and reception (this

is about what we’ve discussed today)

Read 7.1 - 7.4 and 7.8 (again, you can skip the boxes

and examples) (this is to prepare for tomorrow)

problems about what we have discussed today (on

order of importance, although I think doing all of them

shouldn’t take you more than 45 min/an hour:

newtonian gravity: problem 2 of chapter 3

geometrised classical gravity: problem 6 of chapter 6

geometry: problem 5 of chapter special relativity:

problem 1 (very quick) and 4.

I think we should try to do an exercise together

tomorrow, to make it a bit more interactive. So for

preparation for tomorrow, please have a look at the

following:

read paragraph 8.1, but this time don’t skip over the

examples! try to see if you can follow along with them

(write them out yourself)

read paragraph 21.4

read page 474-478 (but don’t worry too much about

the details)

For “digestion” of what we have done so far you

could have a go at the following problems:

chapter 7 problem 7 and problem 20 (also prep for

next week)

chapter 8 problem 3 (also prep for next week)

On Tuesday we will discuss black holes! Please read

for preparation:

chapter 9: 9.1 and 9.3 (not 9.2)

chapter 12: 12.1-12.2

You can have a look at the following sections for

preparation of our discussion of cosmology:

Chapter 17 section 17.2

Chapter 18, section 18.1 and 18.2

This was the last lesson.

Plan for next session: Discuss the geometrical properties of curved spacetime

in GR.

See above. For tomorrow we will learn about

geodesics, the stress-energy tensor and we will do

some practise calculations.

For “digestion” of what we have done so far you

could have a go at the following problems:

chapter 7 problem 7 and problem 20 (also prep for

next week)

chapter 8 problem 3 (also prep for next week)

On Tuesday we will discuss black holes! Please read

for preparation:

chapter 9: 9.1 and 9.3 (not 9.2)

chapter 12: 12.1-12.2

We will be looking at how the expansion of the

universe and other experimental cosmological features

are captured by the theory of general relativity.

This was the last lesson.

Progress of Mentee (Overview): On track
Excellent progress Excellent progress Excellent progress Excellent progress

Progress of Mentee (Written): All good! very good! The first 3 lessons went well. He’s following along

very well (so his English understanding is certainly

good enough) when I ask him questions he struggles

to formulate his answers because of his language

skills but he indicates that the correct answer is what

he was trying to say. So I’m just going to have to take

his word on that haha. He seems to be following the

physics very well though, very impressive.

All going great! All good, Hiroki was an excellent student. His English

language skills are good when it comes to

listening/reading, although he sometimes struggles to

express himself by speaking English. However he

always got the message across. It was a pleasure

teaching him!


